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Abstract. Raising livestock is essential in the farming industry to meet the consumer’s
requirement. Livestock monitoring system is useful to monitor their health without need-
ing too much manpower. Thus, livestock tracking becomes one of the vital parts of livestock
monitoring system. The objective of this proposed system is to track black cows based on
detected features. Here, the YOLOv5 (You Only Look Once) model was used in detection
phase to detect cow regions and Deep SORT (Simple Online Real-time Tracking) was ap-
plied to tracking the target cows in every consecutive frame. In Deep SORT, it includes
appearance feature model to recognize cow’s visual appearance such as shape, size, and
pose. The proposed system was best trained by adopting transfer learning method. The
detection model achieves an accuracy of 0.995 mAP@0.5 whereas the tracking model gets
the performance results in video-1 and video-2 with 99.4% and 98.9%, respectively.
Keywords: YOLOv5, Deep SORT, Cow detection and tracking, Transfer learning,
Black cow

1. Introduction. With the world population growth, the demand for the food supply has
increased significantly. The livestock management system takes a vital role in monitoring
cow activities and actions to ensure their health condition. Animal behaviour analysis
such as detection of abnormal behaviour, detecting estrus and lameness was proposed
by using image processing techniques [1]. Various studies also introduced detection of
mounting behaviours in cattle by using deep learning-based algorithms for detecting the
estrus state which is also one of the important parts of livestock monitoring system [2,3].
Extracting the region of cow with the help of image processing technology was also studied
by authors in [4]. This extracted cow region is essential for further cow behaviour analysis.
For black cows in this proposed system, they are mainly raised for meat production so
that they are mostly kept in the pens and fed for weight gain as much as possible without
too much physical movement. As a result, if the cow is suffered from serious illness that
cannot be found out in time, it can cause cow fatal. Therefore, the ranchers can monitor
the abnormal behaviour and daily movement of the individual cow based on this proposed
tracking system by reducing the cow fatal rate and increasing the revenue.

Although there are many livestock tracking systems that were contributed by other
researchers [5,6], the wearable sensors or smart tags were used, and they gave burden
to cows, and it is expensive to mount in every cow. With the help of computer vision
techniques, tracking livestock and people can be performed by using cameras instead of
installed sensors to the target objects. Pig tracking system with Faster R-CNN (Region
Based Convolutional Neural Networks) and Deep SORT (Simple Online Real-time Track-
ing) was proposed by researchers in [7] by using the image data from camera with deep
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learning techniques. Moreover, multiple people tracking was also implemented by other
researcher by using YOLOv3 (You Only Look Once) and Deep SORT (Simple Online
Real-time Tracking) [8]. Also, the authors in [9] also performed object tracking with the
help of Deep SORT and YOLOv3 architecture. The tracking result of these methods got
high accuracy.
However, people tracking will be less challenging than livestock tracking because the

texture features such as cloth colours, hair styles and shapes of each person are quite
different. As a result, it is easy to recognize the individual people features. Diary cow
detection and tracking method was also introduced with a combination of image processing
techniques and deep learning concepts and dairy cows have different skin patterns which
are the useful information for more easily performing tracking [10]. In this work, black
cow tracking was implemented by analyzing and identifying from the studies above. In
addition, it is more challenging tasks because of their same or similar skin patterns. The
YOLOv5 model architecture was adapted to the proposed system using transfer learning
to detect the location of black cows in each frame of an RGB video input. These detected
features were then used to process the tracking algorithm to generate the ID number of
each cow. The details of data preparation and the two methods are described in Section
2. Section 3 explains the experimental results and Section 4 is about the conclusion of
this proposed system.

2. Proposed Methodology. This section mainly includes the process of data prepara-
tion for training the required model, and the methods which were used to detect the cow
region and to track the individual cows. The process of cow tracking system is empha-
sized on cow detection and then followed by cow tracking. The overview of the system is
shown in Figure 1. At first, the cow region detection was performed on each frame in the
video through the optimized YOLOv5 algorithm. Based on the detection result from the
YOLOv5, the Deep SORT algorithm was utilized to track the individual black cow.

Figure 1. The overview architecture of the cow tracking system

2.1. Dataset preparation. There were two groups of datasets: 1) cow detection dataset
for training YOLOv5 model, and 2) cow Re-ID (Re-identification) dataset for training
deep association metric in Deep SORT. The images used in these cow datasets were
collected from Sumiyoshi Livestock Science Station, University of Miyazaki, Japan. Each
image consisted of six cows from two pens. For detection, the dataset was manually
annotated in YOLO format with the class label, centre coordinates (x, y), width and
height information. Moreover, the black cow dataset consisted of total 2,600 images and
it was randomly divided into two groups: 70% of the black cow dataset was used for the
training model and 30% of the black cow dataset for the validation dataset. Concerning
the cow Re-ID dataset, it was gathered based on the MARS which is the person Re-ID
dataset [11]. This cow Re-ID dataset mainly consisted of 6 cow identities, each identity
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has 200 images, a total of 1,200 images. Each cow was cropped from annotated bounding
box region of the detection dataset. For the training of deep association metric, the cow
Re-ID dataset was randomly split into 80% for the training set and 20% for the validation
set.

2.2. Detection method. In order to achieve good cow tracking results, it is necessary to
accurately and quickly detect the target first. The detection method using deep learning
is particularly prominent in accuracy and speed performance. Although there are many
YOLO object detection models available such as YOLOv3 [12] and YOLOv4 [13], the
YOLOv5 model was chosen because of its outperformance in comparison with the previous
YOLO models. The YOLOv5 is a one-stage detector that has three main important parts
[14]: 1) Backbone: CSP-Cross Stage Partial Network, 2) Neck: PANet, and 3) Head.
In YOLOv5, CSP is used as a backbone to extract important features from the input
images. PANet is applied to getting feature pyramids to identify the same object with
different scaling. The model head is mainly utilized for performing the final detection
part by applying anchor boxes on the features and generating output vectors with class
probabilities, object scores and bounding boxes information. YOLOv5 has 4 types of
models: YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l, YOLOv5x starting from smallest to largest
model. In this system, the YOLOv5x model was chosen to get higher accuracy.

To develop cow detection model using YOLOv5, the network-based transfer learning
method was adopted. According to a survey of deep transfer learning, network-based
deep transfer learning means the reuse of a partial network with its network structure
and connection parameters pre-trained in one model to another model with a specific
class [15]. By using the transfer learning method, it can not only save resources but also
improve efficiency when training new models. The overall framework of cow detection
using YOLOv5 with transfer learning is represented in Figure 2. The model was mainly
trained on pre-trained COCO weights with the help of transfer learning. Here, the pre-
pared training images were passed through the YOLOv5x model to train the model for
recognizing the black cows. The parameters used for training YOLOv5 are image size:
416, training epoch: 100, learning rate: 0.01, and batch size: 32. After getting the new
learned features for cow detection, the test images can be applied and each black cow will
be detected with bounding boxes.

Figure 2. Overall framework of cow detection using YOLOv5 with trans-
fer learning
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2.3. Tracking method. When the trained YOLOv5 model can detect the cow region in
each frame, it was required to track the identity of each cow within frames. To achieve this,
the Deep SORT algorithm was employed. Deep SORT is the distance and visual-based
tracking with a combination of Kalman filter and Hungarian algorithm [16]. The Kalman
filter is mainly used to estimate or update the next position of the target object based on
the association result. It is represented by an 8-dimensional vector (x, y, a, h, vx, vy, va,
vh), where “x, y” is the bounding box centre-coordinates, “a” is the aspect ratio, “h” is
the height, and the rest “vx, vy, va, vh” are the respective velocities in image coordinates.
On the other hand, the Hungarian algorithm is used to match target tracks with the
detections in the current frame. In Deep SORT, the Hungarian algorithm includes not
only motion metric (Mahalanobis distance) but also appearance features (cosine distance)
which was trained on the CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) model by using cow Re-
ID dataset. The general framework of cow tracking with Deep SORT algorithm can be
seen in Figure 3. Firstly, the detected cow features from YOLOv5 will be associated with
current tracked IDs by using Hungarian algorithm. Based on the association result, the
Kalman filter will determine whether to assign the previous same ID or initialize new
track with new ID.

Figure 3. General framework of cow tracking using Deep SORT algorithm

3. Experimental Results. In this section, the detection results of the YOLOv5 mod-
el and the tracking accuracy of Deep SORT from specific testing video results will be
presented.

3.1. Detection result. To get the optimal detection accuracy, the YOLOv5 model was
trained with different epochs such as 100, 200, and 300. In this cow detection system, the
training model with the 100 epochs got better performance than the others according to
the testing videos result. Moreover, the precision and recall value of the trained model
was also computed. The equations used to calculate the precision, recall, and accuracy
are shown as

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(1)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(3)
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The TP (True Positive) in the above equation represents the bounding boxes with the
target object were correctly detected and FN (False Negative) means the exiting target
object was not detected. FP (False Positive) is represented when the background was
wrongly detected as a cow. TN (True Negative) indicates probability of negative class
in image classification. In this study, it is ignored in the evaluation process. For the
evaluation metrics, the performance of the detection model got 0.995 mAP@0.5. The
detection result of the back cow can be seen in Figure 4 where each cow was correctly
detected with the cow label and confidence value in the top-left corner of each bounding
box.

Figure 4. Black cow detection with YOLOv5

3.2. Tracking result. After applying Deep SORT to the detection result, the black cow
can be tracked with a series of ID numbers. Here, the tacking is performed on six black
cows in two pens. Thus, the initial ID of these cows started from 1 to 6. To evaluate the
tracking accuracy, the most widely used metric MOTA [17] (Multiple Object Tracking
Accuracy) will be calculated by deciding when the tracker wrongly detects the other
object instead of the target object FP, when the tracker cannot detect the exiting cow in
a frame FN when the tracks switch their identities, Identification Switch (IDSW). The
equation of MOTA is

MOTA = 1−
∑

t FN t + FP t + IDSW t∑
t GT t

(4)

The accuracy of Deep SORT was tested on two videos and each video is 5 minutes long
with total of 300 extracted frames. In video-1, the model achieves an accuracy of 99.4%
MOTA. In total, there were 1 FPs, 5 FN s, 3 IDSW s based on 300 frames. In video-2,
the model got an accuracy of 98.9% MOTA with 13 FPs, 6 IDSW s. Some testing results
of black cow tracking are shown in Figure 5 where the tracking IDs starting from 1 to
6 were generated and they were applied to specific cow during the whole 5 minutes long
videos.

Figure 5. Black cow tracking result with ID numbers
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4. Conclusion. This proposed system introduced the fusion of YOLOv5 and Deep SORT
for tracking individual cows which are kept in groups. With the help of transfer learning,
the YOLOv5 model for black cow detection was implemented with better accuracy and
a faster training time. For black cow tracking, the detection model was combined with
the Deep SORT tracking algorithm. Then, the output features from the YOLOv5 model
were used as input features of Deep SORT. After matching the target and the detection
as an association problem, the Deep SORT produced the related tracking result with ID
numbers. Moreover, the detection phase got a 0.995 mAP@0.5 and the tracking result
achieved 98.9% or 99.4% of MOTA without using additional hardware or visual aids.
However, tracking the black cow is a challenging work because all the cows have the

same or similar textures features which are not easy to recognize even with human eyes.
Therefore, the proposed system remains some ID switching and false detection problems
to be solved. In future work, the model will be improved with more datasets for reducing
the detection problem. In addition, the long-time occlusion problem still needs to be
solved because the black cow which was kept in the pen is less active and the occlusion
chance is longer than pedestrians.
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